
 
  

LOT 256 
FROM THE GLEBE FARM 

 256  

 
  

Shirocco (GER) 
  Monsun   Konigsstuhl 

Mosella 

BROWN COLT  
June 9th, 2018 

So Sedulous   The Minstrel 
Sedulous 

Miss Toulon (IRE) 
(1998) 

  Toulon   Top Ville 
Green Rock 

 
Miss Top   Tremblant 

Top Delight 
E.B.F. Nominated. 

  
1st dam 
MISS TOULON (IRE): 3 wins, £25,771: placed once; also winner of a N.H. Flat Race at 5 

years and placed 4 times; also 2 wins over hurdles and £16,752 and placed 5 times; 
dam of a winner from 2 runners and 4 previous foals; 
Miss Me Now (IRE) (2010 f. by Presenting (GB)): 3 wins, £16,949: winner of a N.H. 

Flat Race at 5 years and placed once; also 2 wins over hurdles at 6 years and 
£11,306. 

She also has a 3-y-o gelding by Milan (GB). 
  
2nd dam 
MISS TOP (IRE): placed once over fences at 6 years; also placed once in a point-to-point at 

6 years; dam of 4 winners from 12 runners and 15 foals; 
LITTLE JOSH (IRE) (g. by Pasternak (GB)): 9 wins, £170,762: 2 wins in N.H. Flat 

Races at 6 years; also 2 wins over hurdles and placed twice and 5 wins over 
fences and £159,585 inc. Paddy Power Gold Cup H. Chase, Cheltenham, Gr.3, 
placed once; also placed once in a point-to-point at 4 years. 

Miss Toulon (IRE): see above. 
Double Court (IRE): 2 wins over hurdles, 2018 and £14,354 and placed 12 times. 
Topaz Lady (IRE): winner over hurdles and placed 3 times, broodmare. 
Gold Digger (IRE): winner of a point-to-point. 
Josh's Sister (IRE): winner of a point-to-point at 5 years, broodmare. 
Twist On Ginge (IRE): placed twice in N.H. Flat Races at 4 years; also placed 4 times 

over hurdles at 4 and 5 years, 2017 and placed twice over fences at 5 years, 2017; 
also placed once in a point-to-point at 6 years, 2018. 

Hawk Azira (IRE): placed once in a point-to-point at 5 years. 
  
3rd dam 
TOP DELIGHT: winner of a point-to-point and placed 5 times; dam of 1 runner and 4 foals: 

Miss Top (IRE): see above. 
  
4th dam 
DENZIL'S DELIGHT: 2 wins at 5 and 6 years and placed 3 times; also placed 3 times over 

jumps; also placed once in a point-to-point at 5 years; dam of a winner from 4 runners 
and 6 foals; 
Whistling Gipsy: 4 wins: 2 wins in N.H. Flat Races at 4 and 5 years and placed 3 

times; also 2 wins over hurdles at 6 years and placed 7 times. 
Top Delight: see above. 
Denzil's Boy: winner of a point-to-point and placed 4 times. 
Little Denzil: winner of a point-to-point and placed twice, broodmare. 

  
The next dam MY GIRL: placed twice at 5 years; also 2 wins over jumps and placed 3 

times; Own sister to Ballycane; dam of 3 winners from 4 runners and 5 foals inc.; 
Palace Boy: 4 wins: winner at 5 years and placed once; also 2 wins over hurdles 

and winner over fences and placed 8 times; also placed once in a point-to-point. 
Royal Chic: 3 wins over hurdles and placed 9 times, broodmare. 
My Sabreur: 2 wins in point-to-points and placed twice; dam of a winner: 

Don Sabreur: 5 wins over fences and £17,946 and placed 9 times. 
Miss Sabreur: winner of a point-to-point at 6 years and placed twice; dam of Beau 

Supreme (IRE): placed 4 times over hurdles and 3 wins over fences and 
£36,142 and placed 10 times; also 2 wins in point-to-points and placed 6 times. 
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